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Based on a True Story…
A young, successful copier salesman from San Francisco is desperate to live a life as
exciting as his own father’s, finally gets his chance by working undercover for the FBI
in an attempt to capture a Russian spy.
JAKE ANDREWS is the #1 copier salesman in the United States. He makes a ton of
money, has plenty of friends and can talk the paint right off the wall. But the only
thing Jake really wants is the one thing he doesn’t have -- a life as cool and exciting as
his father’s, COLONEL JOE ANDREWS. So when what should have been just
another day at the office results in being recruited to work undercover for the FBI,
Jake jumps at the chance. He is asked to help investigate Russian Vice-Consul
ALEXANDRE BELSKY, a young and dashing diplomat whom the FBI suspects of
being a spy. But Jake won’t be working alone. He is paired with the beautiful and
ambitious Special Agent LYNNE HOLLOWAY who will pose as Jake’s “girlfriend”
throughout the investigation and, together with Alexandre’s exotic girlfriend
KATERINA, these four embark on a series of thrilling adventures and hysterical
misadventures as they tour San Francisco and try to complete their respective missions.
When Jake’s critiques of Agent Holloway’s performance hit too close to home their
relationship becomes hilariously rocky. However, the attraction they feel for one
another can only be denied for so long. So when Agent Holloway discovers the
mission is far more dangerous than they previously thought, she is horribly torn
between her duty to her government and her personal concern for The Asset’s safety.
In a thrilling climax Jake helps the FBI draw the true villain out into the open and
unwittingly gives Lynne a chance to save his life and prove herself to her bosses at the
FBI. And, in addition to getting the girl, Jake is finally able to see what everyone else
around him, especially his father, always could: He’s the Best Copier Salesman Of All
Time. And that’s pretty damn cool.
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